
Careers

Now we have vacancies as followings, if you interest in the post, you can contact us by
slt@skyloyal.com.cn
Please note that we will do a honesty investigation for education background and career
experience you submitted.

  

Connector and Cable Assembly Sales Engineer (A few)

  

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Be responsible for the sales of all agency connector;  
    2. Be responsible for the sales of self-made connector;  
    3. Be responsible for the sales of all agency cable assembly;  
    4. Be responsible for the sales of self-made cable assembly;  

  

Requirements:

    
    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least one year experience in sales of connectors;  
    3. Good English;  
    4. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for HK trip is preferred;  
    5. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    6. Both for male and female.  

  

Connector and Cable Assembly FAE    (1 person )

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Build up and maintenance our website, upload data;  
    2. Collect the information from our website and feedback;  
    3. Collect/classification/file/manage our technical data;  
    4. Offer technical support for customer, such as drawing/inquiry and interconnect solution;  
    5. Offer technical support for inner sales team;  
    6. Maintenance office computer/telephone/network;  
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Requirements:
  
    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least two years experience in sales and manufacture of connector and cable assembly;
 
    3. Use AutoCAD, Pro-E etc software;  
    4. Good English;  
    5. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for HK trip is preferred;  
    6. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    7. Both for male and female.  

RF Connecting Solution Senior Manager       (1 person)
  

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Be responsible for the sales of our agency RF connector;  
    2. Be responsible for the sales of self-made connector;  
    3. Be responsible for he sales of RF cable;  
    4. Develop and manage the RF projects, including R&D/Manufacture/Plan/sales etc.  

  

Requirements:

    
    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least four years experience in sales or manufacture of RF connectors, good technical
background and rich RF connector knowledge.   
    3. Good English;  
    4. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for HK trip is preferred;  
    5. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    6. Both for male and female.  

  

IC Senior Manager           (1 person)

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Be responsible for the sales of our agency IC.  
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Requirements:

    
    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least two years experience in the sales of IC;  
    3. Good English;  
    4. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for HK trip is preferred;  
    5. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    6. Both for male and female.  

  

Mobile Phone and Laptop Components Sales Manager     (1 person)

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Be responsible for the sales of Tyco/Molex consumer connector, such as for mobile
phone and laptop etc.   
    2. Be responsible for the sales of IC/Inductor/Capacitor for mobile phone and laptop etc.  
    3. Collect and manage the information of mobile phone and laptop components, plan and
prepare trial production of Mobile phone and Laptop Peripheral Components, such as
connector/cable/IC etc.   

Requirements:
  
    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least three years experience in consumer electronics, especially in Mobile phone and
Laptop Peripheral Components ;   
    3. Good English;  
    4. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for of  HK trip is preferred;  
    5. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    6. Both for male and female;  

  

Inductor and Capacitor Sales Engineer    (1 person)

Job Descriptions:

    
    1. Be responsible for the sales of our agency inductor and capacitor etc.  

  

Requirements:
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    1. Bachelor or above graduated from well-known college;  
    2. At least one year experience in the sales of Capacitor and Inductor. etc.  
    3. Good English;  
    4. Good Canton language; Holding HK and Macao passport for HK trip is preferred;  
    5. Holding Passport for overseas trip;  
    6. Both for male and female.  
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